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Dr. Jessica M. Dolan 
 

Teaching Portfolio, 2019 

 
My areas of specialization are environmental studies, environmental anthropology, Indigenous 
studies, ethnobiology, and community-based participatory research. My work over the last fifteen 
years has focused on Indigenous and traditional knowledge practices, their significance in relation 
to individual and community health, their application to and regeneration through stewardship 
and education projects, and the interrelation of community-based environmental restoration and 
enactment of Indigenous and community autonomy.  I am particularly interested in human-
environment relationships, especially in the Northeast of the United States and southeastern 
Canada. My teaching, research, and writing are in the areas of environmental studies; 
anthropology; Indigenous studies and methodologies; Haudenosaunee studies; traditional 
environmental knowledge (TEK) and sustainability; environmental education, land-based learning, 
and healing from the land; environmental philosophy and values; history of science(s), and 
epistemology studies; ethnobotany; ethnobiology; food sovereignty; environmental policy and 
management; museum studies and curation; mapping and oral history; Indigenous and 
environmental movements (e.g., Idle No More, Water Protectors at Standing Rock and #NoDAPL); 
environmental management, health, remediation, and conservation; Indigenous, post-colonial, 
and anti-imperialist research ethics.   

Teaching, research collaboration, and engagement with students and scholars of all levels have 
been an important and wonderful part of my academic experience over the last thirteen years.  I 
have had the opportunity to teach or assistant teach seven courses at McGill University in the areas 
of environmental anthropology, anthropological topics and theory, Indigenous studies, Indigenous 
field studies, Introduction to anthropology, legal anthropology, ecological anthropology, 
environmental studies and methods, and environmental philosophy.  I also coordinated and taught 
Indigenous leadership and Indigenous and traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) seminars at State 
University of New York School of Environmental Science and Forestry (SUNY-ESF), for Native and 
non-Native students. This training has accorded me a strong base of experience from which I will 
draw to teach a variety of topics and levels of courses, as elaborated below.   

In this portfolio, you will find my teaching philosophy, teaching experience, teaching competencies 
and interests, two sample syllabi, and teaching evaluations. Please contact me at 
liftingupleaves@gmail.com with any questions about the portfolio.  

Jessica M. Dolan  

McGill University  
Department of Anthropology 
Ph: 315-813-0087 
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Teaching Philosophy: 

As an instructor of environmental studies, anthropology, and Indigenous studies, my dedication 
and motivation is to enable students to consider multiple perspectives on culture and society, to 
be able to form both critical and mindful engagements with the particular issues they encounter in 
the world around them. Anthropology and Indigenous studies classes are often places where 
students explore and enhance their abilities to think through multiple perspectives and cultural 
relativism; I believe the social sciences offer invaluable tools for students to develop their 
capacities to live as thoughtful and informed citizens.  My goal as a professor is to show students 
how what they are learning through university courses are invaluable tools for understanding and 
navigating everyday life.  

In class, I draw from my knowledge of the production of anthropological theory, Indigenous 
studies, environmental history, and epistemology studies, and use it as a lens for questioning and 
pushing students’ understanding of human society, to interrogate the theories and applications of 
social sciences and the production of knowledge itself.  I use my research in Native communities 
to encourage a reexamination of multiple perspectives on North America and the world, to 
understand history and contemporary issues. Careful study of North American history through 
multiple cultural perspectives can enable students and professionals alike to reconsider the lasting 
effects of colonialism, the challenges marginalized peoples face, and what all citizens can learn 
about each other as we envision together the future of North American and global society. At the 
same time, I encourage students to undertake philosophical inquiry about the factors that 
influence human experience of the natural world that affected our history, and that we carry 
forward into the present, and possibly, the future of human-environment relations.  

Such critically important topical areas and themes cannot be taught effectively unless students are 
invited to engage with the material in multiple ways, including experientially, through personal 
reflection, engagement, collaboration, and service. I reach students by encouraging them to 
explore their ideas about the subjects presented to them. I emphasize the necessity of questioning 
and thinking critically beyond the task of learning the material itself; I encourage students to do 
this by drawing from their personal experience and using analogy and comparison to understand a 
situation or theory, and by doing community- and service- based projects. I ask students to pay 
attention to dynamics of politics, power, knowledge systems, and economy between the 
authorship, language, and objects of the environmental and social topics we tackle. In this way, 
learning becomes a dialogue between the students and their environment, and about the content 
of and construction of the knowledge that is presented to students. Our exchange is situated within 
an historical continuum of that construction. Through this dialogue, we have a conversation with 
the effects of societies in which we live, while coming to understand our contemporary and future 
responsibility as knowledge recipients and knowledge transmitters, as thoughtful citizens and 
human beings, and as environmental stewards. I am committed to inspiring students to design and 
carry out innovative constructive projects on topics they can relate to, so that their learning 
continues after the course is over. I have extensive experience working with students of all levels, 
ages, socio-economic, ethnic and cultural backgrounds, in field contexts and the classroom.  

Experience outside of the classroom and teaching field methods: 
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I believe that field-based learning can be a most memorable and effective experience for students. 
One of my strengths is working with students on shaping and implementing community-based 
applied projects, to engage an understanding the real-world relevance, and possible applications 
of environmental studies, communication, and social science. A major branch of Indigenous 
methodologies and theory invites and instructs scholars and students on how to carry out 
appropriate community-based exchange in learning; the practices of ecology and management of 
the natural world that are prominent in my approach to environmental anthropology also require 
learning by doing.  Therefore, it is important to get students out into the field, through field trips, 
community-based knowledge exchange, volunteership, and service-learning. On-site learning 
enables students to more fully grasp complexity. I aim to facilitate the connections between 
theories in texts, and their application to environmental and social issues, through encouraging 
applied learning experiences and communications projects.  

I am committed to understanding the history and changing the ethics of research, to commit fully 
to social and environmental justice research that bridges communities and universities. I pay 
attention to historical and contemporary politics of insider and outsider dynamics, and I believe it 
is crucial to introduce students to how legacies of colonialism and capitalism have impacted all 
North Americans' lives. Research can act as a catalyst of transformation through seeking to 
understand lived experiences. Following Indigenous theories and methods, I maintain a rigorous 
standard of accountability and relationship in the design, implementation, ethics, and ongoing 
exchange of knowledge and report-back of my research. Community engagement and volunteer 
work have been important parts of my research and teaching experiences.  

Since 2008, I have worked on multiple field courses that brought students and researchers of 
different levels together with Native community members of all ages to create research and 
training opportunities, and contribute to those communities. For example, I have twice co-taught 
McGill University’s Indigenous Field Studies course, which is an interdisciplinary collaboration 
between the departments of Anthropology, School of Social Work, and the faculties of Medicine 
and Law. This unique course begins with a week of intense lectures and preparation. A total of 
approximately twenty-five students and instructors from each discipline then camps together, 
along with elders who host us, for a week of community-based experiential learning in the Mohawk 
community of Kahnawà:ke. The week is followed by a week of debriefing and reflection while the 
students prepared their written course work. In their evaluations, almost every single student in 
this course, every year, writes that it was the richest and most challenging course they have taken 
at McGill. Most of my students from this course still keep in touch with me; it is that powerful of a 
learning experience! 

I have worked as both teacher/chaperone at the EPA-funded and SUNY-ESF sponsored Native Earth 
Environmental Youth Camp in the Mohawk community of Akwesasne and the Adirondacks, and as 
a grant-getter and coordinator of this program during my service as assistant director of the Center 
for Native Peoples and the Environment SUNY-ESF. This two-week field camp brings 
undergraduates, professors and local experts together with Native youths to exchange knowledge 
about science and Haudenosaunee traditional environmental knowledge. I have twice mentored 
students’ groups for the McGill University course Environmental Research Design; the first was in 
2010 coordinating the student group to do work with members of a Longhouse in Kahnawà:ke, and 
the second in 2015 for a student group to work with the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne and 
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Thompson Island Youth Camp in doing a botanical field assessment there. Lastly, I participated as 
a researcher on a Community-University Research Alliance (CURA) project in the James Bay Cree 
Nation of Wemindji, as well as INSTEAD (Indigenous stewardship and alternatives to development), 
which involved community members, professors, and students of all levels working together to 
generate and support cross-cultural Indigenous and environmental life projects.  The significant 
cross-cultural exchange and outdoors based components of these projects made for a profound 
learning experience for all. All of these teaching and learning endeavors required a tremendous 
amount of commitment, but the rewards of cross-cultural and community-based learning for 
students, professors, communities, and for civil society are great.    

Teaching experience: 

I have worked as a teaching assistant for six classes, and as a lecturer for four. Teaching and 
assistant teaching have required me to deliver lectures between one and three hours in length, to 
facilitate conferences and seminars, and to teach students in the field, including overnight field-
based classes in the community, and in the forest.  I have created and evaluated assignments that 
include take-home essay-based exams, timed essay-based exams, short answer questions, multiple 
choice, definitions, short- and long- term papers, field journals, book reviews, film reviews, media 
reviews, and team-based oral presentations.  Below you will find a summary of the courses I have 
co-taught, and for which I have served as a teaching assistant.  

Indigenous Field Studies at McGill and Kahnawà:ke IDFC 500 Summer 2010 and Summer 2017 
Position: Instructor 

A cross-disciplinary introduction to field-based research through learning immersion in the 
Mohawk community of Kahnawà:ke.  

Indigenous Environmental Leaders for the Future Fall-Spring 2013-14 Position: Instructor 

Undergraduate leadership seminar for Native American students in environmental sciences at 
SUNY-ESF 

Environmental Thought ENVR 400 Fall 2012 Position: Teaching assistant 

Students work in interdisciplinary seminar groups on challenging philosophical, ethical, scientific 
and practical issues. They will explore cutting-edge ideas and grapple with the reconciliation of 
environmental imperatives and social, political and economic pragmatics. Activities include 
meeting practitioners, attending guest lectures, following directed readings, and organizing, 
leading and participating in seminars. 

Native Peoples of North America ANTH 338 Winter 2010 Position: Teaching assistant 

Ethnographic survey of Native cultures in North America. Conditions arising from European 
colonization and their social, economic and political impact. Contemporary situation of 
indigenous peoples. 

Environmental Research ENVR 401 Fall 2009 Position: Teaching assistant 
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Students work in an interdisciplinary team on a real-world research project involving problem 
definition, methodology development, social, ethical and environmental impact assessment, 
execution of the study, and dissemination of results to the research community and to the people 
affected. Teams begin defining their projects during the preceding spring. 

Ecological Anthropology ANTH 339 Winter 2009 Position: Teaching assistant 

Intensive study of theories and cases in ecological anthropology. Theories are examined and 
tested through comparative case-study analysis. Cultural constructions of "nature" and 
"environment" are compared and analyzed. Systems of resource management and conflicts over 
the use of resources are studied in depth. 

Comparative Cultures ANTH 200 Fall 2008 Position: Teaching assistant 

An introduction to different cultures and societies. Aspects of social life, such as economics, 
gender, family, kinship, politics and beliefs are explored in diverse settings. Different social 
systems such as those centered on foraging, farming, and urbanism are illustrated and compared.  

Legal Anthropology ANTH 222 Winter 2008 Position: Teaching assistant 

Exploration of dispute resolutions and means of social cohesion in various societies of the world. 
Themes: dichotomy between law and custom, local definitions of justice and rights, forms of 
conflict resolution, access to justice, gender and law, universality of human rights, legal pluralism. 

Teaching Competencies and Interests: 

Ecological/ environmental Anthropology (Introductory or upper-level undergraduate course, 
evaluations enclosed) 

Ethnobiology and ethnobotany (People, Plants and Culture) 

Social Science of Food and Water in North America (Food Sovereignty, food and water systems, 
and cuisine, incorporating local learning about efforts at sustainable agriculture, wild plant and 
mushroom education, and artisanal farming in Vermont, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts) 

Environmental Thought – Policy, Sustainability, Justice 

Field Methods and Ethics (ethnographic, environmental, quantitative, oral historical, collections-
based, forms of mapping, and community based participatory) 

Digital Humanities and Storytelling in Service of Environmental Justice and Education  

Introduction to Native American and Indigenous Studies (Indigenous studies survey course; 
decolonizing methodologies, reconciliation, and cross-cultural studies; evaluations enclosed) 

Indigenous peoples, extractive industries, and environmental justice (syllabus enclosed) 

"From Hip-Hop to La Via Campesina: Social Movements and Activism over the last 30 years" (which 
will include, among others, Idle No More, Occupy, Black Lives Matter, and Standing Rock);  
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Anthropology of Knowledge and Meaning (Indigenous knowledge systems, epistemology studies) 

Introduction to cultural anthropology 

Pedagogical Training:  

Learning to Teach workshop, McGill University, November 8 – 9, 2008 

Sample Syllabus: Contemporary Issues in Native Studies: Indigenous peoples, Extractive 
Industries and Environmental Justice 

McGill University Canadian Studies 
Winter 2013 

Prof. Jessica Dolan 
       jessica.dolan@mail.mcgill.ca   

Office: Peterson 342, 3rd Floor   Office hours: Friday 1 – 3 
 

This course will introduce students to contemporary issues faced by Indigenous people and all 
North Americans alike with regards to the governance, use and stewardship of Native lands.  The 
course begins with a geographic and demographic overview of First Nations, followed by an 
inquiry into theories and representations of nature, knowledge, development, Indigeneity, and 
sovereignty. We will then move to a survey of conflicts over resource extraction, and of 
alternative stewardship models developed and put into practice by Indigenous nations. The last 
part of the course is devoted to an in-depth look at two contemporary case studies of complex 
issues regarding the provenance of environmental resource protection and development:  that of 
the Mohawk Nation of Akwesasne and the contamination of their territory, and the dynamics 
around resource extraction, development, and Indigenous nations involved with the proposed 
Plan Nord.  The course will be enhanced by guest speakers and a field trip to the Haudenosaunee 
Environmental Task Force in the Mohawk Nation of Kahnawà:ke. We will incorporate film and 
media to discuss how issues of representation intersect with political power and the ability to 
govern, develop, steward an environment. Students will be required to research a case study of 
Indigenous peoples and extractive industries, and analyze in a term paper its dynamics in light of 
some of the different theories and models of jurisdiction, environmental responsibility, and 
development that will be reviewed in the course.  

Learning Objectives:   

- To provide an overview of contemporary (mostly since the 1990s) conflicts and 
arrangements regarding extractive industries, environmental stewardship models and 
Indigenous lands.  Students will survey a broad range of examples involving different kinds 
of extractive industries, diverse First Nations, and different stewardship and development 
models.  

- To enable students to think and write critically and productively about theories and 
representations of development, and how that intersects with political autonomy, 
sovereignty, nation-building.  

- To enable students to think and write critically and productively about how Indigenous 
peoples, and their lands and resources, are imagined by Canadian society, and by 
Indigenous peoples themselves.  
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- For students to be able to link multiple theories of society to the plans and solutions that 
impact Indigenous nations, the environment, development, and Canada.  

Structure of Course and Assessment:  

Every week, I will ask a few students to volunteer to bring in an article/clip/some form of media 
and present it to the class to reflect upon representations of Indigenous peoples with regard to 
sovereignty, development, representation, and environment. This will fulfill an important part of 
discussing and thinking critically about representations of Native people and nature in the media. 
It will count toward the class participation assessment, so don’t miss it! I will bring a sign-up sheet 
to the second class, so students can plan when they will bring in their article. 20 – 30 minutes of 
each class will be devoted to discussing what students have found.  

Each seminar will be ½ guest speaker or film and ½ lecture about the readings and discussion. 
Standard class breakdown, with variability for some class plans (field trip, film, guest panel): 

1 hour guest lecturer or panel (or film) 
½ hour reps in media 
5 min break in the middle 
85 minutes presentation on readings, student questions and discussion 
 
Evaluation will be based upon the following: 
 
Seminar participation and presentation 10%   (throughout the semester, sign up necessary) 
Midterm quiz 20%  (short answers in class on March 8th) 
Term paper 40%      (due April 12th) 
Exam 30%               (two essays and definitions) 
Total: 100% 
 
For your term paper, research a conflict over an extractive industry and the involvement of one 
or more First Nations.  Explore through your study the perspectives of different stakeholders in 
the situation, and analyze why.  Write carefully and critically about how nature, development, 
and the people involved are represented (to whom and by whom – there are always many 
perspectives!). Use the theories explored in assigned readings about development, progress, 
history, narrative, representation, governance, etc. Discuss the models of development and 
stewardship that are proposed by different stakeholders. Explore more than one “side” of the 
story, but also clearly state your claim or argument about the conflict. You can follow up either 
on the situation you present in your in-class media presentation OR you can write about one of 
the case studies presented in the course. If you use either the case of Plan Nord or Akwesasne, 
you must do additional research to compliment the readings assigned in class.  8 – 10 pages.  

Required Texts: 

Frideres, James. 2011. First Nations in the Twenty-First Century. Oxford University Press. Don 
Mills, Ontario. 

Potentially assign Elizabeth Hoover's entire forthcoming book. Course pack of articles, below.  
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Section 1 Native Peoples in Canada: Geography, Demography, and Sovereignty 

First class January 11th will be an introduction to the course, and probably some films relevant 
to the readings (about Akwesasne/Toxicants, Lubicon Lake/Oil Contamination, James 
Bay/Hydro, Grassy Narrows/Toxicants and Logging, Meares Island/ Logging, Keystone 
Pipeline/ Lakota Territory, or Baker Lake/Uranium) 

Week 1 Due January 18th:   

Frideres, James. 2011. First Nations in the Twenty-First Century. Oxford University Press. Don 
Mills, Ontario. All Chapters except 3 and 6. (About 190 pps.)  

Optional:  

Hall, Anthony J. 2003. In The American Empire and the Fourth World. Chapter 3 “Globalization, 
Decolonization and the Fourth World” McGill-Queen’s University Press. (pp. 209-294) 

Week 2 Due Jan 25th Why is it important to consider Native Peoples together with conflicts over 
development and stewardship? 

Perspectives on the linkages between sovereignty, rights to land/resources, representation, 
environmental and social justice, power, and moral economy  

Simpson, Leanne. 2004. “Anti-Colonial Strategies for Recovery and Maintenance of IK”. In 
American Indian Quarterly. 8: 3-4 Summer/Fall (pp. 373 – 384), 

Turner, Dale and Simpson, Audra. 2008. Indigenous Leadership in a Flat World. Research paper 
for National Centre for First Nations Governance. (pp. 1-20) 

Wildcat, Daniel. 2009. Red Alert! Saving the Planet with Indigenous Knowledge. Fulcrum 
Publishing. Golden, Co. (pp. 13 – 54).  

Dove, Michael. 2006. “Indigenous Peoples and Environmental Politics”. In Annual Review of 
Anthropology. Volume 35. (pp. 191–208) 

Anaya, James. 2012. Report by the Secretary General on Indigenous peoples’ Rights and 
Extractive Industries. (pp. ??) 

United Nations. March 2008. United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.  
(pp. ??) 

Optional: 

Carroll, Clint. 2012. “Articulating Indigenous Statehood: Cherokee State Formation and 
Implications for the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.” In Indigenous Rights in 
the Age of the UN Declaration, edited by Elvira Pulitano. Cambridge University Press. (pp. ??) 
 
Section 2 Theories on the Natural World, Western Science and Indigenous Knowledge:   

Week 3 February 1st, Theories of Nature, Science, Power & Knowledge:  
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Cajete, Gregory. 2015. Chapter 2: The Community Foundations of Indigenous Education. In 
Indigenous Community: Rekindling the Teachings of the Seventh Fire. Living Justice Press: Saint 
Paul, Minnesota. Pp. 23 - 55.  

Anna Tsing. 2005. Friction. Chapter 3. “Natural Universals and the Global Scale” and Chapter 4. 
“Nature Loving” (pp. 88- 154).  

Julie Cruikshank. 2005. Do Glaciers Listen?  Chapter 4 “Two Centuries of Stories from Lituya Bay” 
and Chapter 5 “Bringing Icy Regions Home”  (pp. 127-178) 

Ross et al. 2011. Indigenous peoples and the Collaborative Stewardship of Nature: Knowledge 
Binds and Institutional Conflicts. Left Coast Press. Walnut Creek, CA. “Indigenous and Scientific 
Knowledge” “Untangling the Historical Origins of Epistemological Conflict” (pp. 31-93) 

Frideres, James. 2011. First Nations in the Twenty-First Century. Oxford University Press. Don 
Mills, Ontario. Chapters 3 and 6 on Indigenous Knowledge and Languages. (pp.  ??) 

Nazarea, Virginia D. 2006. “Local Knowledge and Memory in Biodiversity Conservation”. In Annual 
Review of Anthropology. Volume 35. (pp. 317–35). 
 
Optional: 
 
Hunn, Eugene. 1993. What is Traditional Ecological Knowledge? In Traditional Ecological 
Knowledge: Wisdom for Sustainable Development. (N. M. Williams and G. Baines, eds.) Canberra: 
Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies: Australian National University.  
 

Week 4 February 8th, Theories of Science, Power & Development: 

Artruro Escobar. 1994. Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third World. 
Introduction (pp. 3 – 17) and Chapter 3 “The Space of Development” Princeton University Press, 
Princeton, PA. (pp. 55-101). 

Cowan, M. P. and Shenton, R. W. 1996. Doctrines of Development. Chapter 1 “The Invention of 
Development” Routledge, London, UK. (pp. 3-59). 

Blaser, Mario, Feit, Harvey A., and McRae, Glenn. 2004. In In the Way of Development: Indigenous 
Peoples, Life Projects and Globalization. Blaser, Mario et. al. “Indigenous Peoples and 
Development Processes: New Terrains of Struggle” and Blaser, Mario. “Life Projects: Indigenous 
Peoples’ Agency and Development.” Zed Books, London & New York. (pp. 2 – 40).  
 
Week 5 February 15th Indigenous Scholars’ Theories of Natural World, Science and Indigenous 
Knowledge: 

Cajete, Gregory. 2000. Native Science: Natural Laws of Interdependence. “Telling a Special Story” 
and “Philosophy of Native Science.” Clear Light Publishing. (pp. 12 – 83).  

Longboat, Roronhiakewen “He Clears the Sky” Dan, and Sheriden, Joe. 2006. “The 
Haudenosaunee Imagination and the Ecology of the Sacred”. In Space and Culture. 9:365. (pp. 2- 
20). 
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Mohawk, John. 2010. Excerpts from Thinking In Indian. “Our Strategy for survival; Present 
Potential Future Reality; Indian Economic Development: Evolving Indian Sovereignty; Sovereignty 
Requires New Institutions, problem-solving skills; Regaining Control of Our Lives; Technology as 
enemy; Small, Indian, and Beautiful: Development through appropriate technology.” Fulcrum 
Publishing, Golden, CO. (pp. 52-107). 

Wildcat, Daniel. 2009. Red Alert! Saving the Planet with Indigenous Knowledge. Chapters 5, 6, 7 
and Conclusion. Fulcrum Publishing, Golden, CO. (pp. 73 – 139).  

Suzuki, David, And Dressel, Holly. 2002. In More Good News: Solutions To The Global Eco-Crisis. 
Greystone Books, Vancouver, BC. Seneca Scientist & former director of HETF Henry Lickers’ 
commentary about environmental philosophy (pp. 48 – 55) 

Week 6 February 22nd Strategies of Coexistence between Traditional Ecological Knowledge and 
Science:  

McGreggor, Deborah. 2004. “Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Sustainable Development: 
Towards Coexistence.” In Blaser, Mario, Feit, Harvey A., and McRae, Glenn. In the Way of 
Development: Indigenous Peoples, Life Projects and Globalization. Zed Books, London, UK. (pp. 57 
– 72). 
 
Wenzel, George. 2004. “From TEK to IQ: Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit and Inuit Cultural Ecology”.  In 
Arctic Anthropology, 41: 2. (pp. 238-250). 

Cruikshank, Julie. 2004. “Uses and Abuses of ‘Traditional Knowledge’: Perspectives from the 
Yukon Territory.”  In Cultivating Arctic Landscapes: Knowing and Managing Animals in the 
Circumpolar North, edited by D.G. Anderson and M. Nuttall.  New York: Berghahn Books. (pp. 17-
33).  

Agrawal, Arun. 1995. “Dismantling the Divide Between Indigenous and Scientific Knowledge”. 
Development and Change Volume 26. (pp. 413-439). 

Pierotti, Raymond, and Wildcat, Daniel. 2000. “Traditional Ecological Knowledge: The Third 
Alternative (Commentary)”. In Ecological Applications. 10:5.  (pp. 1333–1340)  
 
Selections from Carroll, Clint. 2015. Roots of Our Renewal: Ethnobotany and Cherokee 
Environmental Governance.  

Section 4 Extractive Industries, Indigenous Lands 

Concepts: 
(1) The importance of policy 
(2) The importance of business models: a rising Canadian aboriginal concern 
(3) Case studies of mining and oil extraction 

 
Week 7 March 1st Policy and Business Models:  
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Wedel, Janine, Cris Shore, Gregory Feldman, and Stacy Lathrop. 2005. “Toward an Anthropology 
of Public Policy”. In The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science. 600: 1. 
(pp. 30-51). 
 
Bone, Robert. “Resource Development.” In Canada’s Changing North, edited by W.C. Wonders. 
Montreal: McGill Queens University Press, 2003. (pp. 213-219). 

Russell, Wendy. “The People Had Discovered Their Own Approach to Life: Politicizing 
Development Discourse.” In In the Way of Development: Indigenous Peoples, Life Projects and 
Globalization, edited by Mario Blaser, Harvey Feit, and Glen McRae.  New York: Zed Books, 2004. 
(pp. 130–151). 

Myers, Heather. “Options for Appropriate Development in Nunavut Communities.” In Natural 
Resources and Aboriginal People in Canada, edited by Robert B. Anderson and Robert M. Bone.  
Concord: Cactus Press, 2003. (pp. 146–159). 
 
Nuttall, Mark. “Indigenous Peoples. Self-Determination and the Arctic Environment.” In The 
Arctic: Environment, People, Policy, edited by M. Nuttall and T.V. Callaghan.  Australia: Harwood 
Academic Publishers: 2000. (pp. 377-411). 
 
Luke, Timothy W. 2003. “On the Political Economy of Clayoquot Sound: The Uneasy transition 
from Extractive to Attractive Models of Development.” In Magnusson, Warren and Shaw, Karena, 
eds. A Political Space: Reading the Global through Clayoquot Sound 
University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, MN. (pp. 91- 112) 
 
Optional:  

Scott, Colin.  “On Autonomy and Development”.  In Aboriginal Autonomy and Development in 
Northern Quebec and Labrador, edited by Colin Scott.  Vancouver: University of British Columbia 
Press, 2001. (pp. 3-21). 

Week 8 March 8th Mining and Oil Extraction: 

n Short Quiz will be held during 1 hour of this class.  Quiz will be short-answer style, based 
upon the contents of weeks 1 – 7.  Then we will discuss the readings during the rest of the 
class.  
 

Paul Chastko. 2012. Anonymity and Ambivalence: The Canadian and American Oil Industries and 
the Emergence of Continental Oil. In Journal of American History . 99:1. (pp. 166-176). 
 
Baker Lake, Nunavut, Uranium Controversy, February 3, 2012: 
http://canadiandimension.com/articles/4470/ 

Athabaskan Chipeweyan Nation suing Shell Oil Canada, October 5, 2012:  

http://indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com/2012/10/05/oil-sands-lawsuit-part-of-tooth-and-
nail-fight-against-pollution-137632 
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Lakota and Keystone Pipeline, March 2012 (this needs to be updated):  

http://colorlines.com/archives/2012/03/lakota_indians_block_keystone_xl_pipeline_trucks_from
_entering_reservation_in_six-hour_standoff.html 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OsHPnffvYI 

Baker, Janelle, and Black Elk, Linda. Forthcoming chapter. From Traplines to Pipelines.  

Okalik, Paul.  “Nunavut Open for Business: It’s a Delicate Balance Between Creating a Sustainable 
Mining Industry Yet Maximizing Our Resource Potential.” In Natural Resources and Aboriginal 
People in Canada, edited by Robert B. Anderson and Robert M. Bone.  Concord: Captus Press, 
2003. (pp. 426-428). 

McPherson, R. Excerpt from New Owners in Their Own Land: Minerals and Inuit Land Claims. 
Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 2003. 

Nutall, Mark and Wessendorf, Kathrin. International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA) 
2-3/06 Artic Oil and Gas Development.  
 Editoral (pp. 4 – 7) 

Roddick, David. “Yukon First Nations And The Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline” 
Nutall, Mark. “The Mackenzie Gas Project: Aboriginal Interests, The Environment And 
Northern Canada’s Energy Frontier 
Westman, Clint. Assessing The Impacts Of Oilsands Development On Indigenous Peoples 
In Alberta. (pp 12 – 40) 

 
Week 9 March 15th: Logging, Hydropower, Territory, Survival: 
 
Willow, Anna J. 2011. “Conceiving Kakipitatapitmok: The Political Landscape 
of Anishinaabe Anticlearcutting Activism.” In American Anthropologist. 113: 2. (pp. 262–276) 
 
Mulrennan, Monica E., and Colin Scott. 2001. “Aboriginal Rights and Interests in Canadian 
Northern Seas”.  In Aboriginal Autonomy and Development in Northern Quebec and Labrador, 
edited by Colin Scott.  Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, (pp. 78-98). 
 
Coon Come, Matthew. 2004. “Survival in the Context of Mega-Resource Development: 
Experiences of the James Bay Crees and the First Nations of Canada.” In In the Way of 
Development: Indigenous Peoples, Life Projects and Globalization, edited by Mario Blaser, Harvey 
Feit, and Glen McRae.  New York: Zed Books. (pp. 153- 166). 
 
Martin-Hill, Dawn. 2008. The Lubicon Lake Nation: Indigenous Knowledge and Power. Chapter 1. 
“The ‘Official Colonial’ Lubicon History.” Univerisity of Toronto Press. Toronto, ON. (pp. 14 – 78) 

In Class Film: “As the River Flows: The Grassy Narrows Blockade Story,” the documentary on the 
struggle of the Grassy Narrows First Nation community against logging giant, Weyerhaeuser 
 
Section 5: Indigenous Stewardship Models 
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Week 10 March 22nd Indigenous Stewardship Models: 

Concepts: 

(1) What is Stewardship? 
(2) Alternative Development Models 
(3) Pro’s and Con’s in the literature about extractive projects 
(4) Aboriginal Autonomy Revisited: What Does it Mean when it comes to development 

and stewardship? 

Stewardship Models: 

Middleton, Beth Rose. 2011. Trust in the Land: New Directions in Tribal Conservation. 
“Introduction” “Context of Private Conservation”, and “Environmental Justice and Tribal 
Conservation.” (pp. 2 – 42).  
 
Ross et. all. 2011. Indigenous Peoples and the Collaborative Stewardship of Nature: Knowledge 
Binds and Institutional Conflicts. “Joint Management and Co-Management as Strategies” and 
“The Indigenous Stewardship Model.” (pp. 193- 260). 
 
Goetze, Tara C. 2005. “Empowered Co-Management: Towards Power-Sharing and Indigenous 
Rights in Clayoquot Sound”, BC. In Anthropologica.  47: 2. (pp. 247-265). 
 
Hill, Susan. 2008. “Travelling Down the River of Life Together in Peace and Friendship, 
Forever”: Haudenosaunee Land Ethics and Treaty Agreements as the Basis for Restructuring the 
Relationship with the British Crown. In Simpson, Leanne, ed. Lighting the Eighth Fire: The 
Liberation, Resurgence, and Protection of Indigenous Nations. Arbeiter Ring Publishing.Winnipeg, 
Manitoba. Pp. 23 - 42. 
 
Dolan, Jessica. 2016. Selections from The Restorative Ecology of Peace: Haudenosaunee 
Environmental Knowledge and Philosophies of Stewardship, PhD dissertation, Dept. of 
Anthropology, McGill University 

Optional:  
 
Appropriate chapters from: Brosius, J. Peter, Tsing, Anna Lowenhaupt, and Zerer, Charles, eds. 
2005. Communities and Conservation: Histories and Politics of Community-Based Natural 
Resource Management. Globalization and the Environment. Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira Press. 
 
Hunn, Eugene. 2003. Huna Tlingit Traditional Environmental Knowledge, Conservation, and the 
Management of a “Wilderness” Park. In Current Anthropology. 44 Supplement, December. 
 
Nuttall, Mark, Fikret Berkes, Bruce Forbes, Gary Kofinas, Tatiana Vlassova and George Wenzel. 
2004. “Hunting, Herding, Fishing, and Gathering: Indigenous Peoples and Renewable Resource 
Use in the Arctic”. In: Symon, Carolyn, ed. Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA), Cambridge 
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University Press. Available from: http://www.acia.uaf.edu/ [Accessed: July 16th 2012]. (pp. 649-
690) 

Nadasdy, Paul. 1999. “The Politics of TEK: Power and the “Integration” of Knowledge.” Arctic 
Anthropology 36:1-2. (pp. 1-18).  
 
Nadasdy, Paul. 2005. “The Anti-Politics of TEK: The Institutionalization of Comanagement 
Discourse and Practice.” Anthropologica 47:2. (pp. 215-232). 
 
Section 6: Case Study Akwesasne: The Seaway, Development, Contamination, Restoration   

(1) Documentation of contamination in Akwesasne 
(2) Formation of parameters of culturally-appropriate research 
(3) Formation of a model of stewardship and an environmental task force 

Week 11 March 29th Articles on Contamination at Akwesasne: 

Hoover, Elizabeth.  Forthcoming Book About Akwesasne and Contamination  
 
Tarbell, Alice and Arquette, Mary. 2000. “Akwesasne: A Native American Community’s Resistance 
to Cultural and Environmental Damage”. In Hofrichter, Richard, ed. Reclaiming the Environmental 
Debate: The Politics of Health in a Toxic Culture. MIT Press. Cambridge, MA. (pp. 93 – 111). 
 
LaDuke, Winona. 1999. In All Our Relations: Native Struggles for Land and Life. “Akwesasne: 
Mohawk Mothers’ Milk and PCBs.” South End Press. Cambridge, MA. (pp. 11 – 26). 

Choose one Fitzgerald et. al. Article: 
 
Fitzgerald, E., Hwang, S., Brix, K., Bush, B., Quinn, J., and Cook, K. 1995. ‘‘Exposure to PCBs from 
Hazardous Waste among Mohawk Women and Infants at Akwesasne,’’ U.S. Department of Health 
and Social Services, Public Health Service, Agency for Toxic Substance and Disease Registry, 
Atlanta, GA. 
 
Fitzgerald, E., Hwang, S., Bush, B., Cook, K., and Worswick, P. 1998. “Fish Consumption and Breast 
Milk PCB Concentrations Among Mohawk Women at Akwesasne”. In American Journal of 
Epidemiology. Volume 148. (pp. 164-172).  
 
Week 12, April 5th: More articles by Haudenosaunee/Akwesasne Scientists About 
Haudenosaunee Environmental Knowledge, Formation of Culturally-Appropriate Research, an 
Environmental Task Force, And Restoration Strategies: 
 
Add publication by Theresa McCarthy and Taiaike Alfred about Akwesasne Cultural Restoration 
Program 
 
Schell, Lawrence M., Ravenscroft, Julia, Cole, Maxine, Jacobs, Agnes, Newman, Joan, and 
Akwesasne Task Force on the Environment. 2005. Health Disparities And Toxicant Exposure Of 
Akwesasne Mohawk Young Adults: A Partnership Approach To Research. In Environmental Health 
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Perspectives. 113:12. December. (pp. 1826-1832). 
 

Arquette, Mary, Cole, Maxine, Cook, Katsi, LaFrance, Brenda, Peters, Margaret, Ranson, James, 
Sargent, Elvera, Smoke, Vivian, and Stairs, Arlene. 2002. Holistic Risk-Based Environmental 
Decision Making: A Native Perspective. In Environmental Health Perspectives. 110: 2. April. (pp. 
259- 264). 
 
Arquette, Mary, Cole, Maxine, and The Akwesasne Task Force On The Environment. 2004.  
“Restoring Our Relationships For The Future.” In Blaser, Mario, Feit, Harvey A., and McRae, 
Glenn, eds. In In the Way of Development: Indigenous Peoples, Life Projects and Globalization. 
Zed Books. London and New York. (pp. 244 – 259). 
 
Lafrance, Brenda And Costello, James. 2010. “The Haudenosaunee Environmental Protection 
Process (HEPP): Reinforcing The Three Principles Of Goodmindedness, Peacefulness, and Strength 
To Protect The Natural World”. In Patrick, Christine Sternberg, ed. Preserving Tradition And 
Understanding The Past: Papers From The Conference On Iroquois Research, 2001–2005. SUNY 
State Education Department, Albany, NY. (pp. 61 – 68) 
 
Ransom, James W. and Ettenger, Kreg T.  2001. ‘Polishing the Kaswentha’: A Haudenosaunee 
View of Environmental Cooperation. In Environmental Science and Policy Volume 4. (pp. 219 – 
228).  

Section 7, Week 13 April 12th: Case Study Plan Nord: Indigenous Nations, Sovereignty, and the 
Development of the North 
 
Concepts: 

(1) Modern Land Treaties overview 
(2) Canadian Sovereignty: For Whom? 

 
Huebert, Robert. 2011 “Canadian Arctic Sovereignty and Security in a Transforming Circumpolar 
World”.  In Canada and the Changing Arctic: Sovereignty, Security, and Stewardship, edited by 
Franklyn Griffiths, Robert Huebert, and P. Whitney Lackenbauer.  Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier 
University Press. (pp. 13-69). 
 
Desbiens, Caroline. 2004. “Nation to Nation: Defining New Structures of Development in 
Northern Quebec.” Economic Geography 80:4. (pp. 351-366). 
 
Scott, Colin. Draft- forthcoming. “Sharing Resources in Quebec: Indigenous Perspectives and 
Strategies”. In Les Autochtones et le Quebec. ***with permission of Dr. Scott 
 
King, Hayden. 2010. “Give it Up: Land and Resource Management in the North: Illusions of 
Indigenous Power and Inclusion”. In Canada’s North: What’s the Plan? The 2010 CIBC Scholar-in-
Residence Lecture. Berger, Thomas, Kennett, Steven and King, Hayden. Ottawa: The Conference 
Board of Canada. 
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Quebec. 2011. Plan Nord: Faire le Nord Ensemble. MNRF Québec (version in English). 
 
Cree Nation of Eeyou Istchee. 2011. Cree Vision of Plan Nord. Nemaska. 
 
Section 8, Week 14 April 19th Indigeneity, Extraction, and Media: What Have We Learned? 
 

n Term Paper due Today.  
 

A review of the portrayals of aboriginal peoples in relation to extractive industries in the media - 
film, photographs, newspapers, online media.  
 
We will watch one of these films and discuss media representations: 
 
"The Spirit of Standing Rock", Paulette Moore's film about the Water Protectors at Standing Rock 
 
“Sewatokwa’tshera’t: The Dish With One Spoon”, Dr. Dawn Martin-Hill’s documentary regarding 
Six Nations land reclamation at Kanonhstaton/Caledonia 
 
Final Exam 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Indigenous Field Studies 

IDFC 500 
Summer 2017 

Prof. Nicole Ives, MSW PhD Prof. Michael Loft, MSW 
Prof. Karina Kesserwan, B.C.L./LL.B. Prof. Jessica Dolan, Ph.D 

Elder Amelia McGregor, Cultural Consultant 
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Prof. Jill Hanley (Social Work), Course Collaborator 
Prof. Wanda Gabriel (Social Work), Course Collaborator 

PhD Candidate Ben Geboe (Social Work), Course Collaborator 
 

Dates (attendance at all sessions is compulsory) MCGILL-BASED SESSIONS 

Monday, May 1, rm 103, Wilson Hall - 9:00 am – 3:30 pm (45 min lunch break) 

� _Introduction to course, group activity & Social Work session: Prof. Michael Loft & Dr. Nicole 
Ives 

Wednesday, May 3, rm 103, Wilson Hall - 9:00 am – 1:00 pm 

� _Anthropology session: Jessica Dolan & guest speaker Isabella Weetaluktuk 

Friday, May 5, rm 103, Wilson Hall - 9:00 am – 4:00 pm (45 min lunch break) 

� _Law session: Professor Karina Kesserwan & We Were Children film screening 

Monday, May 8, Wendy Patrick rm, Wilson Hall - 9:00 am – 2:30 pm (30 min lunch break) 

� _Medicine session: Dr. Saylor & Kairos Blanket Exercise (Paige Isaac & Allan Vicaire) 

Wednesday, May 10, Wendy Patrick rm, Wilson Hall - 9:00 am – 1:00 pm 

� _Becoming an Ally & Community Organizing: Dr. Jill Hanley & guest speaker Tiffany Ashoona 

Friday, May 12, rm 1116 SH550 (Sherbrooke 550) - 9:00 am - 1:00 pm Field information session 
& documentary screenings (2 shorts & Club Native) 

FIELD COMPONENT – Kahnawake 

Monday, May 15 - Saturday, May 20 

 

MCGILL-BASED DEBRIEFING SESSIONS (both sessions in Wendy Patrick rm, Wilson Hall) 

� _Wednesday, May 24 (guest speaker Pakesso Mukash) - 9:00 am – 12:00 pm 

� _Thursday, May 25 - 9:00 am – 12:00 pm 

MCGILL-GROUP PRESENTATIONS (including lunch) - rm 103, Wilson Hall 

� _Monday, May 29 - 9:00 am – 4:00 pm 

Course Description 

This course provides an opportunity for students from Social Work, Law, Medicine, Anthropology 
and the Indigenous Studies Minor to learn about Indigenous cultures and worldviews, with a 
particular emphasis on Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) teachings and their connection to the students' 
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areas of practice. During this four-week intensive course (including one week in Kahnawake, 
Mohawk Territory), students are introduced to Indigenous customs, values and ways of life 
through daily activities/workshops led by an Elder from Kahnawake, other community members 
and guests, with support from McGill instructors. Attention will also be given to the 
intergenerational effects of colonization and Canadian policies within contemporary Indigenous 
society. The objective of this course is to provide a holistic approach to learning about Indigenous 
culture. The course contains physical, emotional, intellectual and spiritual components, with the 
intent that the students will be immersed in cultural activities throughout the course. In 
Kahnawake, students will camp in tents and will participate in activities, workshops, ceremonies 
and hands-on learning led by community Elders and facilitators held both at the campsite and at 
various Kahnawake locations. The field portion of the course may involve rugged field conditions 
and varying weather for which students must be prepared and equipped. On-campus sessions 
prior to the field portion will provide background information and context from each of the 
participating disciplines, while on-campus sessions afterwards provide a chance to debrief. 

Course Objectives 

Upon completion of this course, students should be able to: 

� _Develop a preliminary understanding of the Haudenosaunnee (Iroquois) worldview 

� _Connect Indigenous culture, traditions, values and beliefs to their areas of practice 

� _Identify the key values, symbols, beliefs and protocols of particular Indigenous cultures 

� _Understand the unique role of women in particular Indigenous cultures 

� _Understand the important role of Elders in particular Indigenous cultures 

� _Understand and be sensitive to the ramifications of colonization and oppression on Indigenous 
communities, families and individuals, such as those resulting from residential schooling, the 
Indian Act and other Canadian laws and policies 

� _Identify initiatives that specific Indigenous communities are undertaking to promote/maintain 
the intellectual, physical, emotional and spiritual wellness of their people 

� _Deepen their understanding of how culture, tradition, family and community can be resources 
that promote health, wellness and resilience in Indigenous contexts 

Approach to Teaching & Learning 

This course is structured within an experiential and collaborative pedagogical model that 
emphasizes participatory learning, with the understanding that active student engagement 
supports the development of a rich learning environment. Since individual and group activities 
are an integral part of the course, attendance and group contributions are required. Self-
reflection, the open exchange of ideas, and critical analysis are encouraged throughout the 
course. Taking a critical perspective on the course material allows space for us to question values, 
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assumptions, and practices that might be taken for granted, as well as the influence of social 
location and power dynamics. 

Course Format 

This course consists of nine classroom sessions, including an information session, at McGill 
University and one field component in Kahnawake, Mohawk Territory. Prior to the field week, six 
sessions relating to each of the participating disciplines, including an orientation, will be 
conducted to provide a context for students prior to the field component. Two 3-hour debriefing 
sessions and a full day of group presentations will follow the field component. For the field 
component in Kahnawake, students are required to bring their own equipment (tents, sleeping 
bags, etc.) and live outdoors from Monday, May 15 to Saturday, May 20. 

The course will be administered through a variety of teaching methods, including: 

� _Lectures, workshops and presentations 

� _Sharing circles 

� _Ceremonies 

� _Group projects 

Six required classroom lectures (prior to the field week), including an orientation session (McGill 
campus) prior to the field portion to discuss: 

� _History of the Iroquois Confederacy 

� _Haudenosaunee worldviews 

� _Canadian laws and policies and their historical and contemporary effects on all aspects of life 
of the Indigenous people of Canada 

� _Approaches to healing in Haudenosaunee communities 

� _Working with Indigenous populations as an “outsider”, as an “insider” 

� _Additional specific content as related to each discipline (anthropology, law, social work, 
medicine) 

� _Course outline and schedule 

� _Uses of time during field component 

� _What is expected of students in terms of participation 

� _Required equipment 

� _Protocols 

� _Division of work (cooking, cleaning, etc.) and the importance of teamwork 
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� _Safety issues during the field week 

� _Dealing with conflict 

Three required sessions (McGill campus) after the field portion in order to discuss: 

� _Multidisciplinary approaches to working with Indigenous communities 

� _Specific content as related to discipline 

� _Integration of course readings, activities, site visits, and presentations 

� _Final written assignment 

� _Students’ reflections on their experiences 

� _Questions/concerns 

� _Group presentations (final session) 

Proposed Activities (subject to change) 

Each workshop/activity/site visit is preceded by a discussion of the history and protocols 
associated with it as well as a discussion of its relationship to working with Indigenous 
populations. 

Beading 

� _Traditional Haudenosaunee designs and what they symbolize 

� _What is the importance of beading in Indigenous culture? 

� _Beading activity 

Club Native guest speakers 

� _Community members featured in the documentary Club Native share their experiences of 
dealing with the community’s policies on Mohawk identity 

Cree guest 

� _Pakesso Mukash is a Cree musician and host of Konnected.tv, a new documentary series in 
which he travels to Indigenous communities across the Americas in search of a young generation 
of tradition keepers. 

Daily tobacco burning/Thanksgiving Address (Ohenten Kariwatekwen) 

� _Explanation of tobacco burning ceremony and traditional tobacco uses 

� _Explanation of other cleansing rituals 

Inuit Speaker 
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� _Isabella Weetaluktuk, a Inuk filmmaker from Nunavik, speaks about perspectives and her 
filmmaking practice 

Law presentation 

� _Presentation on the evolution of courts/justice in Kahnawake 

� _Presentation on Kahnawake's alternative justice program 

Legion Hall visit and veteran guest speakers 

� _A visit to the Kahnawake Legion Hall and discussion on the role that Kahnawake has played in 
both the Canadian and US military 

Karihwanoron School 

� _A visit to a local elementary Mohawk immersion school to learn about its history and the 
curriculum offered and to participate in a social with the students 

Kateri Memorial Foundation Blood Drive @ the Kahnawake Fire Brigade 

� _Foundation raises funds for the Kateri Memorial Hospital Centre, a community-owned hospital 
centre 

� _Indigenous contributions to contemporary medical practice 

� _Indigenous health and working with Indigenous communities 

Medicine Walk 

� _Traditional and medicinal uses of plants 

Mohawk Council of Kahnawake Chiefs 

� _A session with the Chiefs who will discuss their roles and responsibilities 

Sweat lodge 

A discussion of the sweat lodge, including the following: 

� _The structure of the sweat lodge and its symbolism 

� _How it was traditionally built and used in comparison to modern structures 

� _The different uses of a sweat 

� _An explanation of the elements of a sweat (rocks, cedar, tobacco, fire) 

� _Protocol (who is permitted to participate and explanation of the physical process of the sweat) 

� _The sweat lodge as a tool for healing and purification 
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� _NB: Participating in the construction of the sweat-lodge and ceremony does not “qualify” one 
to conduct the ceremony. 

Tewatohnhi'saktha Economic Development Commission 

� _Presentation on the economic development of Kahnawake: current projects, successes and 
challenges for economic growth 

Turtle Bay Elders’ Lodge (seniors’ residence) 

� _An opportunity to talk with the elders residing at the Lodge 

The Wampum Chronicles with Darren Bonaparte 

� _A living history presentation of the Mohawk Nation 

Urban Indigenous Experience - Tiffany Ashoona 

� _Tiffany has been a spoken word activist for the past 9 years. She shares what it means to her 
to be Indigenous in an urban environment and the work she is doing to leave a better world for 
future generations 

Youth Presentation 

� _Jessica Deer, writer for the Kahnawake Eastern Door, member of the Native Youth Sexual 
Health Network and the Kahnawake Youth Forum shares her perspectives on Indigenous youth 
leadership. 

Course Readings 

Course pack (available at the McGill Bookstore: 3544 Ave du Parc - Course Materials) 

Readings by class: 

Social Work – Monday, May 1 

Brasfield, C. (2001). Residential school syndrome. BC Medical Journal, 43 (March), 78-81. 

Brant, C. (1990). Native ethics and rules of behaviour. Canadian Journal of Psychiatry, 35 (Aug.), 
534-539. 

Hart, M., Sinclair, R., & Bruyere, G. (2009). Wícihitowin: Aboriginal social work in Canada. Halifax: 
Fernwood Pub. (Pp. 25-41). 

Maracle, B. (1994). Crazywater: Native voices on addiction and recovery. Toronto: Penguin Books. 
(Pp. 238-253). 7 

Witteman, H. O., & Stahl, J. E. (2013). Facilitating interdisciplinary collaboration to tackle complex 
problems in health care: report from an exploratory workshop. Health Systems, 2(3), 162-170. 
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Walia, H. (2012). Moving beyond a politics of solidarity toward a practice of decolonization. In A. 
Choudry, J. Hanley, & E. Shragge, Organize: Building from the local for the global justice (pp. 240- 
253). Oakland, CA: PM Press. 

Anthropology – Wednesday, May 3 

Cajete, Gregory. 2015. Chapter 2: The Community Foundations of Indigenous Education. In 
Indigenous Community: Rekindling the Teachings of the Seventh Fire. Living Justice Press: Saint 
Paul, Minnesota. Pp. 23 - 55. 

Cornelius, Carol. 1999. Selection from Chapter 4: Valuing Diversity Through Culture-based 
curriculum. In Iroquois Corn in a Culture-Based Curriculum: A Framework for 

Respectfully Teaching about Cultures. State University of New York Press: Albany, New York. Pp. 
37 - 51. 

Hill, Susan. 2008. “Travelling Down the River of Life Together in Peace and Friendship, 

Forever”: Haudenosaunee Land Ethics and Treaty Agreements as the Basis for Restructuring the 
Relationship with the British Crown. In Simpson, Leanne, ed. Lighting the Eighth Fire: The 
Liberation, Resurgence, and Protection of Indigenous Nations. Arbeiter Ring Publishing.Winnipeg, 
Manitoba. Pp. 23 - 42. 

Mihesuah, Devon Abbot and Wilson, Angela Cavender. 2004. Chapter 4: Reclaiming Our 
Humanity. In Indigenizing the Academy: Transforming Scholarship and Empowering Communities. 
University of Nebraska Press: Lincoln and London. Pp 69 - 84. 

Mohawk, John C. 2005. Introduction. In Iroquois Creation Story: John Arthur Gibson and J. N. B. 
Hewitt’s Myth of the Earth Grasper. Mohawk Publications: Buffalo, New York. Pp. i - xix. 

Simpson, Audra. 2014. Chapter 1: Indigenous Interruptus. In Mohawk Interruptus: Political Life 
Across the Borders of Settler States. Duke University Press: Durham and London. Pp. 1 - 35 

Law – Friday, May 5 

Miller, J.M. Compact, Contract, Covenant: Canada's Treaty-Making Tradition The Michael J. 
Keenan Lecture 2003 (Saskatoon: St. Thomas More College 2007) 3-14, 41-44. 

Borrows, John. “With or Without You: First Nations Law (in Canada)” (1995-96) 41 McGill Law 
Journal 629, 631-646. 

Borrows, John and Leonard Rotman (Eds.), Aboriginal Legal Issues: Cases, Materials & 
Commentary (Butterworths Canada Limited, 2007) 36-39, 48-52. 

Lawrence, Bonita, “Gender, Race, and the Regulation of Native Identity in Canada and the United 
States: An Overview” (2003) 18 Hypatia, 3-15, 25-29. 

Jacobs v Mohawk Council of Kahnawake (1998) 3994 (CHRT) 8 
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Friedland, Hadley and Val Napoleon. “Gathering the Threads: Developing a Methodology for 
Researching and Rebuilding Indigenous Legal Traditions” (2015-16) 1 Lakehead Law Journal 16-
44. 

Medicine – Monday, May 8 

Kirmayer, Laurence, S. Dandeneau, E. Marshall, M. Phillips, and K. Williamson (2011). Rethinking 
Resilience from Indigenous Perspectives. Canadian Journal of Psychiatry, 56, no 2, 84-91. 

Health professionals working with First Nations, Inuit and Metis- Consensus Guidelines. JOGC vol. 
35 #6 June 2013, supplement 2, Chapter 8. 

Matthews, Richard. The cultural erosion of Indigenous people in health care. CMAJ 2017 January 
16;189:E78-9.doi:10.1503/cmaj.160167 9 

Course Assignments 

Students are evaluated on their participation and a group presentation as well as on the 
submission of a final paper and journal following the completion of the course. Each department 
is responsible for the evaluation of its students. Students from outside of the main participating 
departments (Social Work, Law, Medicine and Anthropology) are evaluated by the School of 
Social Work or by other participating faculties/departments, upon approval. 

1. Preparation for orientation sessions (20% of final grade) Students are expected to complete 
course readings prior to the appropriate Weeks 1 and 2 sessions. Students must upload a ½ page 
single space of written reflection on the readings to myCourses before 9AM of each class. 
Reflections should reflect thoughtful engagement with the readings. For any questions 
concerning myCourses, contact the IT Help Desk. 

Evaluation criteria include: 

� _Thoughtful and critical reflections based on the readings 

2. Active participation in all course activities (10% of final grade) 

An active and respectful participation in all activities during the orientation sessions, field portion, 
and debriefing sessions is expected. The course is not only lecture- and presentation-based but 
also requires that students participate in ceremonies, sharing circles, group projects, workshops 
and cooking and cleaning duties. 

Evaluation criteria include: 

� _Active and respectful engagement in sessions and ceremonies 

� _Conscientious contributions to work group activities 

3. Daily journaling (15% of final grade) 

Due: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 (draft), final version due Monday, June 5 (5 pm) 
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Students are required to maintain a daily journal throughout the field week in Kahnawake, 
documenting their thoughts, questions and feelings and any other notes on the site visits, 
workshops, and activities. This journal will also be of assistance for the final assignments. The 
journal will be turned in and returned to the student after the instructors’ evaluation of the 
paper. 

Please respond to these questions in your journals, in addition to other reflections you would like 
to include. Journaling should occur each day in the field. Your journal should contain responses to 
all questions below by the end of the field week. 

1. Describe the key teachings that you learned from today’s activity. 

2. What was your greatest learning experience today? (Be specific—include traditional activities 
such as sweats, etc.) Discuss and provide examples. 

3. What was the most challenging part of today? Discuss and provide examples. 

 

4. What have you learned about Indigenous culture from today’s activities? Was there any new 
learning or expansion of your thinking about Indigenous culture as it relates to your area of 
practice? 

5. Identify and discuss the strengths and limitations of utilizing a cultural component in the 
context of your own area of practice (social work, law, anthropology, medicine). 

6. Based on today’s presentations/workshops/site visits, describe the importance of Elders in 
First Nations communities. What are their roles? 

7. What did you learn about relationships from your experience as they generally relate to 
Indigenous culture and working with Indigenous people and communities? 

8. What were the key protocols that shaped your experiences today? How did you connect these 
to (social work, law, anthropology, medicine) practice in Indigenous communities? 

9. What further questions do these experiences raise for you? 

Evaluation criteria include: 

� _Thoughtful responses to all questions in the outline 

� _Detailed reflection on field experiences 

� _PLEASE double-space 

4. Group Presentation (35% of final grade) 

Presentation Date: Monday, May 29, 2017, 9:00 am – 4:00 pm 
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1. Students will present the final assignment in their work groups. Each group is allotted 1 hr for 
the presentation (approx. 50 minutes for the presentation, with class discussion taking at least 10 
minutes). 

2. The assignment should be structured as a “conversation among disciplines” about an 
interdisciplinary approach to the study of one specific, concrete issue that you have encountered 
during this course and have discussed in your work group. 

3. Presentations should be developed referencing at least one reading from each discipline 
represented in the group. 

Evaluation criteria include: 

� _Providing a relevant and illuminating contextual framework for the issue being discussed; 

� _Demonstrating effective engagement with each discipline in addressing this issue; 

� _Making clear reference to particular themes, ideas, events or phenomena group members 
found salient with regard to this issue during the field week; 

� _Including a cogent and thoughtful account of the process of working from an interdisciplinary 
perspective; and 

� _Developing thought-provoking questions which stimulate a larger class discussion. 

5. Personal Reflection Paper (individual) (20% of final grade) 

Due: Monday, June 5, 2017 (5 pm) 

Final reflection papers should be structured around the following questions: 

1. What connections did you make between teachings in the course (cultural, spiritual, academic, 
others) and your area of practice, specifically related to working with Indigenous peoples? 

2. How did your experience of the course in general relate to your expectations of it? 

3. How did your experience of the field week in Kahnawake relate to your expectations of it? 

4. Please describe your perspectives on the process of working from an interdisciplinary 
perspective for the final presentation assignment. 

Evaluation criteria include: 

� _Clear academic writing, coherent structure 

� _Successful synthesis of course content and experiences with aspects of student’s practice area 

� _Original and insightful reflections 

� _Format: 8 pages, double-spaced, 12 point font, 1-inch margins. 
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Anthropology, Law, Medicine and Social Work students must submit their reflection paper and 
journal to their respective faculty instructor. 

Course Evaluation 

This course will be subject to the standard McGill evaluation process through Minerva. 

Important Issues 

� _Late assignments policy: Marks for the final written assignment will be reduced by one grade 
(e.g., B+ to B) for every working day the assignment is late, except for extensions approved in 
advance or justified by a medical or other emergency. 

� _McGill University values academic integrity. Therefore all students must understand the 
meaning and consequences of cheating, plagiarism and other academic offences under the Code 
of Student Conduct and Disciplinary Procedures (see www.mcgill.ca/students/srr/honest/ for 
more information). 

� _L'université McGill attache une haute importance à l’honnêteté académique. Il incombe par 
conséquent à tous les étudiants de comprendre ce que l'on entend par tricherie, plagiat et autres 
infractions académiques, ainsi que les conséquences que peuvent avoir de telles actions, selon le 
Code de conduite de l'étudiant et des procédures disciplinaires (pour de plus amples 
renseignements, veuillez consulter le site www.mcgill.ca/students/srr/honest/). 

� _In accordance with McGill University’s Charter of Students’ Rights, students in this course have 
the right to submit in English or in French any written work that is to be graded. 

� _If you have a disability, please contact the Office of Students with Disabilities at 398-6009 
(online at http://www.mcgill.ca/osd). After contacting OSD, please contact the instructors to 
arrange a time to discuss your situation. 

Indigenous Field Studies 

IDFC 500 

CLAN___________________ 

Final Presentation (35% of final grade) 

In groups of 6-7 (work groups), students will present the final assignment. Each group is allotted 
60 minutes for the presentation. This assignment should be structured as a “conversation among 
disciplines” about an interdisciplinary approach to the study of one specific, concrete issue that 
you have encountered during this course and have discussed in your work group. Presentations 
should be developed referencing at least one reading from each discipline represented in the 
group. 

The purpose of this presentation is to (a) demonstrate students’ integration of knowledge from 
all in-class sessions as well as the field week in Kahnawake, (b) demonstrate an understanding of 
an interdisciplinary approach to addressing one specific, concrete issue that students have 
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encountered during the course, and (c) animate this discussion in front of their classmates. 
Students are encouraged to think creatively and to have fun. The presentation should take 
approx. 50 minutes, with class discussion taking at least 10 minutes. It should be clear that each 
group member is actively involved in some aspect of the presentation. 

GRADING CRITERIA: 

CONTENT: 

Accuracy and clarity in providing a relevant contextual framework 

for the issue being discussed, explicitly grounded in field week experience 

(this includes how the issue was described in the presentation ________/15 points 

and discussed with ‘audience’ as well as inclusion of relevant readings). 

Demonstration of effective engagement 

with each discipline in addressing this issue, with ________/5 points 

inclusion of a cogent and thoughtful account of 

the process of working from an interdisciplinary perspective 

PARTICIPATON: 

Ability to initiate and animate ‘audience’ in discussion ________/5 points 

(this includes posing good thought-provoking questions to 

further learning about the issue and an interdisciplinary approach, 

managing discussion, encouraging participation) 

ALL group members are active participants _________/5 points 

in the group learning process and presentation 

and demonstrate an engagement with one another 

SUMMARY: 

Delivery of the presentation _________/5 points 

(well-presented, well-explained, engaging, creative) 

TOTAL SCORE (out of 35 points): _____________ 

 

Teaching Evaluations:  
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McGill University Course 

Evaluation  

IDFC 500 : Indigenous Field Studies - Lecture Section: 1 CRN: 528 

Term : Summer 2017  
Instructor(s) : Dr Nicole Ives; Jessica Dolan; Karina Kesserwan; Michael Loft 
These results are for : Jessica Dolan 

 

Comments for question 1 : Overall, this is an excellent course. 

1. Submission #1396982: Undoubtedly my favourite course I've taken. It's engaging, interesting, and relevant 
material taught in a way that promotes participation and active learning. 

2. Submission #1397067: Best learning experience so far at McGill. 
3. Submission #1397074: This is a unique and extremely beneficial course that offers students an opportunity to 

learn on multiple levels. Having taken multiple Indigenous courses in the past, I can honestly say that this course 
offers a holistic perspective that could not be gained simply within the classroom, or with a simple field day. 

4. Submission #1397157: This is the best class I have taken at McGill. It was both academically rigorous, yet fostered 
an incredible learning environment. The field week was planned with immense intention and thought and the 
course really encouraged a variety of learning styles. I appreciated how it valued different types of knowledge and 
allowed us to hear directly from the community in Kahnawake. 

5. Submission #1397636: This course integrates a variety of modes of learning to engage participants' whole self in 
the learning process. To take a few instances, the readings gave background knowledge and information in the 
cognitive sense, the visuals and documentaries enhanced affective learning of the issue at hand and the 
experiences of the implicated individuals. The effect of engaging participants' intellectual, emotional, social and 
physical aspects was to facilitate deeper learning as well as instill a sense of responsibility to the material due to 
the intimate interaction that had occurred. The field week was well organized and the nuts and bolts really 
seemed to be well taken care of and this made the smooth transitions. Thank you! 
8 blank comments were skipped. 

 
Comments for question 7 : Overall, this instructor is an excellent teacher. 
Instructor : Jessica Dolan 

1. Submission #1396982: Her enthusiasm and passion has been contagious for me, and her views on activism, ally-
ship, and involvement has really inspired me over the last four weeks in a way I've never been impassioned in 
classes before. 

2. Submission #1397074: Jessica offered a unique perspective that really enriched the course. Her bubbly nature 
really made her approachable which offered a lot of comfort. I learned a lot from Jessica from our one on one 
conversations that we had during the field week, which I feel I could not have had in a class room. 

3. Submission #1397152: I found she input a bit too much personal information into her lectures and participation in 
the cours, and often took up space and time where students could have asked questions or made comments. 

4. Submission #1397636: Jessica brings great energy and passion, and is approachable. She has lots of knowledge of 
indigenous communities, histories and traditions and has communicated her experiences of being an ally 
effectively. To facilitate even more insightful dialogue and new ideas, she could be mindful to open up space for 
differing perspectives (politically, socially, etc) to be brought into the discussion. 
9 blank comments were skipped. 

 
Comments for question 9 : Lecture(s) given by this instructor were effective. 
Instructor : Jessica Dolan 

1. Submission #1397636: Jessica is a great communicator and has lots of knowledge. The readings were very 
interesting as well as the discussion and lecture given in class. 
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12 blank comments were skipped. 
 

Comments for question 10 : Considering class size, the instructor was available for individual consultation. 
Instructor : Jessica Dolan 

1. Submission #1396996: very available through email and personally approachable 
2. Submission #1397157: Jessica was great - she was extremely knowledgeable and willing to discuss with students 

at any time. I really appreciate the energy she put into the course. 
11 blank comments were skipped. 

 
Comments for question 21 : Students were invited to share their ideas and knowledge. 

1. Submission #1396982: Though I'm not the most outgoing or outspoken of people, this class fostered an 
environment where I think everyone felt very comfortable sharing and expressing their ideas. I think the first 
'getting to know each other' activity on the first day of class really helped to start creating bonds between class 
mates that rarely happens. Activities like the sharing circles and classes being taught in circle formation really 
helped create that environment of shared learning. 

2. Submission #1396996: we created a very meaningful and safe space to share our thoughts and emotions 
3. Submission #1397074: I loved how vulnerable students allowed themselves to be within the course, which I 

believe was made possible by the special connections that we were able to create by spending time together 
within the field week, and the caring nature that the students projected and modeled from the professors. 

4. Submission #1397157: There was so much space for sharing ideas and responses - more than any other class I 
have taken. 
9 blank comments were skipped. 

 
Comments for question 22 : Tests, assignments and other required work for the course were appropriate. 

1. Submission #1396982: The assignments are allowing us to express and articulate what we've learnt from this 
course but without the stressful demand of memorising knowledge for regurgitation. Therefore, I'm very excited 
to do the presentation and the reflection paper because I'm excited about what we've learnt, and I'm excited to 
share that with everyone else. Keeping the journal through the field week was also useful in helping to 
consolidate and make sense of the day's activities. 

2. Submission #1397083: Workload obviously so much heavier in the dash to the end of the semester. The 
instructions for the presentation and paper could be much clearer. Especially the presentation felt like a bit too 
loosely structured and more unclear than open. 

3. Submission #1397157: All assignments required thoughtful reflection and critical thinking. 
10 blank comments were skipped. 

 
Comments for question 23 : The evaluation methods used in this course were appropriate. 

No comments found 
 

Comments for question 24 : Course materials (e.g., readings, lecture notes, exercises, audio-visual presentations 

etc.) were presented in an organized manner. 
No comments found 

 
Comments for question 26 : The TA was effective in fulfilling his/her role. 

1. Submission #1397417: Not selected - Se was not a TA, but Courtney Montour was an excellent course 
coordinator! 
12 blank comments were skipped. 

 
Comments for question 28 : Please provide written comments with respect to the instructor and the course 

(including course materials, readings etc.). 
1. Submission #1396866: I think it would have been beneficial to have more talk about decolonization. It's one thing 

to indigenize the different fields, but another thing to talk about decolonization as a whole process. Authors like 
Coulthard, Alfred, Reagan and Walia talk a lot about this, and I think it's an important part of Indigenous Studies. 
In order to have a complete Indigenous perspective, we must also talk about unsettling and decolonizing the 
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fields we work in. Yes, it makes people uncomfortable to challenge the underpinnings of Law, Social Work, 
Medicine and Anthropology, but that type of discussion would allow for a conversation that goes deeper than just 
ensuring that Indigenous perspectives are included in these fields. I think we should be talking about whether 
these fields should be eliminated, or how they can be fundamentally changed. I found a lot of the course focused 
on indigenizing our areas of practice rather than unsettling them. Overall though, the course was quite excellent. I 
really enjoyed the array of differing opinions Courtney sought out in the speakers during our week in Kahnawake. 
I thought that was the most helpful; hearing from all sides within a community and understanding that there is 
pluralism within communities themselves. The instructors were also incredibly nice and really wanted to connect 
with the students which I appreciated. 

2. Submission #1396982: I think this is an invaluable course. I think it's a great shame that most members of the 
McGill community will not get to experience the same things that I was privileged to be part of during this course. 
The material is extremely important, the field week was amazing, the instructors are inspiring and passionate. I 
am excited to keep in contact with those involved in this course. Please keep it running! I also loved that we got 
the opportunity to read Indigenous academics. I haven't had the opportunity to do that yet and I think that it's 
vital, especially considering the topic of this course. 

3. Submission #1396996: This was the most meaningful and memorable course I have taken. 
4. Submission #1397049: Absolutely amazing course, a hilight of my time at McGill. 
5. Submission #1397074: This is an amazing course which I feel privileged to have been able to take. I would be 

deeply saddened if this course were to be discontinued as it is unique, wholesome, professionally and emotionally 
beneficial, and, most importantly, increadibly beneficial to helping vreate prosperous relationships between 
Indigneosu communities and Canada within the future. 

6. Submission #1397115: I loved this course, honestly don't usually do all the readings assigned for a course but i did 
all of them for this course just because they were all really interesting. 

7. Submission #1397152: This was an amazing course and I feel so fortunate to have had such an immersive learning 
experience in Kahnawake, all made possible by our amazing presenters. I hope that McGill maintains the positive 
relationship it has formed through this course and people such as Courtney Montour and Michael Loft, as I feel it 
is an important course that gives a lot to the students who get to participate in it, as well as, I hope, gives back to 
the community who makes it possible as well. 

8. Submission #1397157: In general, some instructors took up a lot of space, especially during the field week. It 
would work well if they allowed more space for students when we were meeting with the community. 

9. Submission #1397417: The instructors were knowledgeable and quite generous with information. Each instructor 
demonstrated the principles being taught in class, but in the structure of this field study and in their attitudes 
with the students, guests, and co-teachers. This is an important course that deserves to be on the curriculum, the 
learning is invaluable for the students desiring to work with Indigenous populations and the notions transferable 
to any populations. Professors, thank you for being dedicated, proficient, kind, and available! 
4 blank comments were skipped. 

 
Comments for question 29 : In a typical week how much time did you dedicate to this course outside of the 

classroom context? 
1. Submission #1396982: I spent a few hours analysing the readings, but I also spent a lot of time doing extra 

research about stuff we'd learnt in class, listening to podcasts, reflecting on issues that had come up during our 
field week... 
12 blank comments were skipped. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


